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Highlights
1. We include business sentiment indicators in naïve and STS models.
2. We evaluate forecasting accuracy with descriptive and inferential methods.
4. Extending business sentiment surveys to tourism promises great informative gain.

Abstract
This study provides evidence that supply-side soft information, retrieved from business surveys, is effective in real time forecasting of hotel arrivals at the regional level. We assess the effect of including business sentiment indicators in commonly used naïve specifications and structural time series models, using residuals and predictive diagnostics. We find that both the goodness-of-fit and the forecasting accuracy of the augmented models are superior to those of the baseline models. Whence the opportunity to extend to the tourism sector the surveys on the business sentiment currently realized by the provincial chambers of commerce for the manufacturing sector, allowing an effective and timely managing of local tourism market, where official information is likely to be either lacking or poor in quality.
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1. **Introduction and hypothesis**

Indexes based on the opinions and expectations of either consumers or professionals are commonly used to model and anticipate the business cycle, industrial production, national economic turning points and price dynamics (see, among others: Anderson et al, 2011; Gelper et al. 2007; Koskinen & Öller, 2004; Taylor & McNabb, 2007).

Business indicators of production and price dynamics are widely used in modeling and forecasting sectoral conjunctural dynamics (see, among others, Jad, 2011; Pedersen, 2009; Maurin & Paries, 2008), due to the advantages of subjective information over quantitative data. Among others: the provision of reliable signals on the short-term evolution of the industry at the firm level, earlier availability, and less need for corrections and revisions (Darne, 2008, Mitchell et al. 2005). Thus business sentiment indicators (BSIs) are constructed and used by government institutions, chambers of commerce, business associations and institutes of high education throughout the world. Nonetheless, to the best of our knowledge, BSIs have never been employed in the tourism field.

The great majority of the literature, concerning modelling and forecasting tourism demand, rely on quantitative data (see the surveys of Song & Li, 2008; Goodwin, 2008 and Goh & Law, 2011), even though a large body of evidence indicates that the use of exogenous ‘hard’ variables provides no forecasting improvement (Kulendran & Witt, 2001; Song & Witt, 2000, Athanasopoulos et al. 2010). In particular, Song & Witt (2006) underline the difficulties of correctly specifying econometric models, precisely distinguishing between exogenous and endogenous factors. Wong et al. (2006) highlight the problems in forecasting the values of the explanatory variables, not to mention that these variables are often not specifically connected with the tourism dynamics (e.g. the basket of goods consumed by tourists tends to be different from those considered in the consumer price indexes calculation; see Divisekera, 2003). Other studies (e.g. Fildes et al., 2011), although finding some improvement in the forecasting accuracy through the use of exogenous variables, conclude that pure time series approaches are more likely to be appropriate in the majority of cases. It should also be mentioned that, notwithstanding the growing interest in forecasting methods, the literature has not yet considered supply side information, which could affect market dynamics, other than prices and marketing expenditures (Li, et al. 2005).

Swarbrooke & Horner (2001) were among the first to propose to add soft data to the traditional exogenous tourism variables. They stated that business travellers’ expectations about a foreign country’s economic future and stage of development allow a better explanation of business travel flow. Following these assumptions, some researchers used the opinions of professionals as
business-services consumer sentiment indicators (Njegovan, 2005; Allen & Yap, 2009). However, to the best of our knowledge, no conjunctural information from the tourism supply side has ever been employed, in either forecasting or real time prediction of the tourism business cycle, although it has - at least - four advantages over quantitative measures. First, BSIs, are generally able to synthesize the effects of a wide variety of factors, even not economic in nature, on the dynamics of the accommodation production. Literature highlighted: the security conditions of the destination, its climate and natural environment, its demographic characteristics, social and technological factors and psychological and fashion-related issues (see, among others: Dwyer et al. 2009; Hamilton et al. 2005, Ryan, 2003). Second, BSIs may allow to measure in real time the impacts of unpredictable one-off events, such as: environmental disasters, wars, earthquakes or changes in the productive destination of a region, on the business cycle (see for example: Athanasopoulos et al. 2010; Huang & Min, 2002; Chang et al. 2008), while a more common ‘dummy variables approach’ (e.g. Claveria & Datziere, 2009), holds only if such events have already been observed, entering the information set. Third, as hotel keepers/managers are (partially) informed about their customers’ satisfaction and expectations about local tourism products, BSIs can potentially summarise the impact of territorial policies (e.g. marketing initiatives and/or structural investments). Last but not least, in a sector where official data on tourism demand are provided by hotels keepers/managers, BSIs reflect exactly – in terms of definition - what is measured by the accommodation statistics (see UNWTO, 2008): the sum of the number of arrivals of both tourists and travellers within their usual environment (Govers et al. 2008; Guizzardi & Bernini, 2013). Therefore, hereafter we prefer to use the term ‘accommodation production’, to which we will also refer as ‘tourism production’, just for avoiding repetitions.

It should also be stressed that the business sentiment is a subjective, personal assessment of the environment, so the construction of indicators might be affected by strong measurement errors, due to the frequent ambiguity and intrinsic qualitative nature of surveys. Therefore, whether indicators derived from surveys to hotel keepers/managers can be informative about tourism business cycle dynamics is questionable, and investigating it is the aim of the present study.

Thus, the key question posed in this paper is whether and to what extent business sentiment indexes can be informative in modelling and forecasting the tourism production, especially in a small area, where the costs of surveys are low and – more important - official statistics are not able to provide indicators with sufficient territorial detail and timeliness, with respect to the policy makers’ needs. If the answer is affirmative, this work will acquire a specific importance for local policy makers, by demonstrating that the subjective evaluations of hotel keepers and managers are
useful to make their decision-making process more effective, allowing a real time knowledge of the market dynamics. To address this issue, we compare and assess the effect of including BSIs in some of the naïve and time series specifications that are usually employed to model or forecast tourism flows. By using residuals and predictive diagnostics, we provide a comparative evaluation of the baseline models versus the “augmented” ones. Forecasts are assessed based on the results of three cost functions for the prediction errors and some inferential methods. Therefore, the present research makes a contribution to the literature by investigating the explanatory and predictive power of BSIs, within the field of tourism.

We focus on the number of arrivals in the hotels of the province of Rimini, a NUTS 3 leading Italian tourist destination, accounting for 3.1% of the national market in terms of sales of overnight accommodations, with 2,130 hotels (the 6.6% of the national market share) and 7% of the national capacity in term of hotel rooms in 2010 (ISTAT, 2011). The BSIs are retrieved from a four-monthly survey, covering the period from April 2000 to December 2012.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2. presents the business survey, used to obtain BSIs, and the data. The model specifications and estimation results are described in detail in Section 3. Section 4 compares, in both descriptive and inferential terms, the forecasting performances of baseline models with those of the corresponding ones augmented with BSIs. Finally, Section 5 summarises the main findings of the study and draws some conclusions.

2. The survey and the data

2.1 The OSCAR business survey

We collected information on the sentiments of hotels keepers through a survey performed within the context of the “Osservatorio Statistico sulla Congiuntura Alberghiera Regionale" (OSCAR; in English: Statistical Observatory on the Regional Hotels Conjuncture) activities, a project of the University of Bologna. OSCAR has been performing periodic surveys to assess hotel keepers’ (or managers’) opinions and expectations, through telephonic interviews, since the pilot survey in August 1999. The results have been published each four-months by the local press. The questionnaire is composed of 4 questions on the respondents’ opinions regarding:

- the observed level of their own hotels accommodation production ($Oh_t$);
- their own hotel’s expected production for the next period \( (\text{Ex}_t) \);  
- their own hotel’s prices dynamic – net of the inflation – \( (\text{P}_t) \);  
- the trend expected for the near future, with respect to the entire provincial market \( (\text{Mkt}_t) \).

The survey also requests a subjective evaluation of the effectiveness of public spending, which is routinely made available to local politicians.

Opinions are expressed as ‘high’, ‘low’ or ‘same’, with reference to those which the respondents consider the usual dynamics of the sector and their own enterprise. Quantitative variables for the \( k \)th \( (k=1,2,3,4) \) issue are constructed using the net balance statistic, the most commonly used measure for the purpose of nowcasting (see, among others: Matheson et al. 2011; Aylmer & Gill, 2003). In particular, each BSI is calculated as the difference between the weighted proportion of firms reporting an increase and those reporting a decrease, rescaled to make it vary between -100 and 100: \[ \text{BSI}_{m,t} = \left[ \% (\text{high}_{m,t}) - \% (\text{low}_{m,t}) \right] \cdot 100. \] Weights are given by the total number of rooms at the surveyed hotels’ disposal. Positive balances tend to be associated with growth in the variable of interest and vice versa.

The OSCAR surveys are regularly performed each April, August and December. Since April 2000, the survey has been based on stratified sampling, following two different strategies: one in the summer season and one in the remaining periods. The strata are constructed considering the hotel size (number of rooms), category (number of stars) and location (municipality). Further details on the sampling methodology will be provided upon request. The allotted financial resources were available for 50 (120) interviews performed in the non-summer (summer) surveys, and the sample size remained constant over time. Therefore the coverage rates varied with respect to the number of hotels in the reference population, being approximately 5.6% in the summer season of 2005 and 10.5% in the other 2 periods of the same year. The coverage rate tended to increase, because the overall hotel population followed a slowly decreasing trend over the duration of the project.

### 2.2 The Data

We chose the number of tourist arrivals as dependent variable \( (y_t) \), for which a monthly disaggregated homogeneous time series is available since 1987. Four-monthly data are computed by summing over the monthly observations, to ensure consistency with the frequency of BSIs.

The provisional figures on the tourism production for the year \( (t-1) \) are released once a year, in the year-end Provincial Statistics Report, published in April of the \( t-th \) year (see Regional Chamber of Commerce website: RCC, 2014). The same publication reports the ultimate data for
year \((t-2)\). Therefore, policy makers and tourism managers obtain reliable information about the past accommodation production with 2 years of delay, while effective intervention or business planning, reporting and evaluation would require timely information about the current tourism production. The mentioned publication policy drives the way we conduct the "nowcasting" experiment in the ex-post framework, allowing the results of the present work to have direct management implications.

The number of arrivals displays a slight positive trend, with an average annual growth rate of 0.15% over the considered 25 years. This rate rises to 1.6% if the year 1989 is taken as starting point of the calculation, because in that year the mucilage crisis in the Adriatic sea caused a sharp decline in arrivals, and a structural change in the product mix offered by Rimini began, shifting production from the leisure to the business segment. An Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test, performed on the four-monthly series, shows that it is not stationary, also considering the maximum available time span (1987 – 2012). Conversely, the differentiated series \((y_t - y_{t-3})\) is stationary at any lag length, with a type-I error probability below 1%, suggesting the stochastic nature of the seasonality pattern. Considering the doubts of Hyndman & Khandakar (2008) regarding the biasedness of seasonal unit root tests (leading to over-differencing), we use the ratio-to-moving average multiplicative method (Shareef & McAleer, 2007) to verify the hypothesis of stochastic seasonality. Results are reported in table 1 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jan-Apr</th>
<th>'87-'90</th>
<th>'91-'93</th>
<th>'94-'96</th>
<th>'97-'99</th>
<th>2000-2002</th>
<th>'03-'05</th>
<th>'06-'08</th>
<th>'09-'12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May-Aug</td>
<td>213%</td>
<td>163%</td>
<td>215%</td>
<td>215%</td>
<td>202%</td>
<td>201%</td>
<td>197%</td>
<td>204%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep-Dec</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These indexes show peaks in the summer months, when, in 6 out of 8 periods, more than the double of the annual average number of tourists is recorded. Over the same four-month period, the seasonal coefficients display a high variability and no trend. Moreover, the seasonal coefficients maintain the same rank across different periods, but their relative distance is highly variable, confirming the presence of a stochastic seasonality.

Descriptive statistics for BSIs are reported in table 2, showing the operators’ essentially pessimistic attitude in reporting the industry performance: despite the long term market growth, the balance between optimists and pessimists is always negative, with the exception of the assessments
of the prices’ dynamic. It is worth noting that the average level of BSIs tends to stabilize at lower values since 2008, in accordance with the strong worsening of the world economic crisis.

Table 2. BSIs’ descriptive statistics. Average figures (years: 2000 to 2012).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BSI:</th>
<th>Ob_{t}</th>
<th>Ex_{t}</th>
<th>P_{t}</th>
<th>Mkt_{t}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>Mean (%)</td>
<td>-22</td>
<td>-17</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January-April</td>
<td>Mean (%)</td>
<td>-21</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May-August</td>
<td>Mean (%)</td>
<td>-21</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>578</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September-December</td>
<td>Mean (%)</td>
<td>-23</td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The balance is even worse when the operators are asked about the performance of their own hotel, suggesting an understatement of their own business volume - probably driven by tax considerations - which can be partially corrected considering the annual differences of BSIs (also proved to be stationary) as explanatory variables.

In any four-month period, the market trend indicator displays the highest variance, likely due to both a higher frequency of extreme evaluations and a lower propensity to report extreme negative performances. This evidence strengthens the indication that the evaluations of hotel keepers/managers are less affected by exogenous factors (e.g. taxation) when referring to the dynamics of the entire market, than when referring to that of their own hotel.

Each BSI displays an ADF statistics that does not permit the hypothesis of the presence of a unit root to be rejected at the usual 5% significance level. The series, differentiated at the seasonal frequency, computed as \( \Delta BS_{t} \), are stationary at any lag length, with a type-I error probability lower than 1%. However, the main reason to consider the annual variations in the BSIs as explanatory variables is to explore their usefulness in modelling short-term shocks (including one-off events), which are presumed to be known by the interviewed operators.
The plots of annual differences in arrivals against those in each BSI (see figure 1) show that the two series co-vary, as expected. All regression lines (straight lines in scatter plots) are positively oriented, except for $P_t$. Focusing on extreme values, only some of the main changes in tourism professionals’ perception coincide with the highest percentage variations in arrivals. However it is to be considered that $Ex_t$ and $Mkt_t$ reflect expectations on the future production (they should be lagged), while $Ob_t$ synthesizes the opinions of a sample of hotel keepers/managers on their own production, while data on arrivals refer to the whole population in the province. In the considered period, no sudden decrease in four-monthly accommodation production, eventually related to specific one-off events, is observed.

The final dataset is composed by 39 four-monthly observations, spanning from April 2000 to December 2012. For each period, the dataset includes the number of tourist arrivals ($y_t$), and the four BSIs previously described.

**Figure 1** Differences in arrivals (%) and BSIs: dynamics and scatter
3. Methodology

To assess whether and to what extent BSIs may be useful to overcome delays in the publication of official data, about the realized accommodation production, (real time forecasting) and for supporting the regional policy decision-making process, we compare different baseline specifications with the corresponding models augmented with BSIs. We focus on naïve and time series models, both known in the tourism literature for their superior forecasting accuracy in comparison with models including socio-economic exogenous variables (Athanasopoulos, 2010). The latter are also excluded from the present analysis, as official measures of important production drivers are not timely provided - at the provincial (NUTS 3) level - with a four-monthly frequency, disaggregated at the hotel industry level.

The empirical evidence regarding the complexity of the optimal time series approach is mixed. On one hand, there is general agreement that naïve models exhibit superior forecasting performance compared to complex ARIMA models (Li et al, 2005; Song & Witt, 2000). On the other hand, more recent literature displays good forecasting performances of more complex specifications, such as Vector Autoregressive (VAR) and Structural Time Series (STS) models (Li, et al. 2005; Fildes et al. 2011; Athanasopoulos, 2010). In their assessments of forecasting performances, Kulendran & Witt (2003) and Turner & Witt (2001) also conclude that the simplest form of the STS models produces good short-term forecasts. They also argue that the inclusion of economic variables, on the right hand side of STS models, does not appear to generate any improvement. Our argument in this study goes a step further, as we consider both naïve and more complex STS models, for evaluating the explicative power of BSIs.

3.1. The baseline naïve models

We select the following naïve time series models, in which trend and seasonality are modelled in the most often recurring forms in literature:

\[
\Delta_3 \ln(y_t) = c + \beta_3 (\Delta_3 \ln(y))_{t-1} + \epsilon_t \quad (1)
\]

\[
\Delta_1 y_t = c + \epsilon_t \quad (2)
\]

\[
\Delta_3 \ln(y_t) = \beta_1 (\Delta_3 \ln(y))_{t-1} + \epsilon_t \quad (3)
\]

\[
\ln(y_t) = c + \beta_3 \ln(y_{t-3}) + \epsilon_t \quad (4)
\]

\[
\ln(y_t) = c + \epsilon_t \quad (5)
\]
\[
\ln(y_t) = \beta_1 \ln(y_{t-3}) + \varepsilon_t \tag{6}
\]
\[
\ln(y_t) = \sum_{j=1}^{3} \beta_j D_j + \beta_4 \text{trend} + \beta_3 \ln(y_{t-4}) + \varepsilon_t \tag{7}
\]

where \( y_t \) denotes the number of tourist arrivals, \( \Delta_3 \) is the seasonal difference operator, \( D_j \) is a seasonal dummy variable (for four-monthly data), and \( \text{trend} \) is a linear trend component. Models (1) and (4) are auto-regressive specifications; they are also estimated by constraining to zero the beta parameters - equations (2) and (5) – and the intercepts - equations (3) and (6). Model (7) is an AR(1) specification, with a linear trend and seasonal dummy variables. The previous seven naïve specifications are chosen because of their frequent use as effective benchmarks in the literature (see, among others, Athanasopoulos et al, 2010; Darne, 2008; Song et al. 2003b). Parameters are estimated through Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) on a (sub)sample, running from 2000 to 2009 (26 to 30 observations, loosing up to 4 observations for differencing and delays). We refer to this sample as \( S_1 \). The 9 most recent data, from April 2010 to December 2012 (hereafter \( S_2 \)), are removed from the estimation sample for subsequent evaluation of the models’ forecasting accuracy. The full pattern of estimations and residuals statistics is available upon request from the authors.

In summary, all of the models appear to be substantially mis-specified, as the residuals tests do not allow to assume they to be normally distributed nor serially uncorrelated. Moreover, the coefficients are often not significant (even considering a 20% p-value threshold). We evaluate each model based on its Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) on a (sub)sample (hereafter \( S_{1,1} \)), containing six four-month observations, from April 2008 to December 2009. This choice stems from the hypothesis that ex-post forecasting accuracy (evaluated on \( S_2 \) in section 4) is better disclosed by the MAPE value on the most recent observations (not included in \( S_2 \)).

The best performing model is the random walk with drift in equation 2 (hereafter Naïve_1), an expected result, given that the choice of seasonally differenced data has often been suggested as “optimal” among naïve or automatic time series predictors in the tourism field (Athanasopulos, 2010). By representing the average annual growth rate in each four-month, Naïve_1 reflects a market characterised by three independent stochastic processes, each one associated with a specific season (or product). Indeed, since the environmental crisis in the late ’80s (mucilage in the Adriatic sea), the Rimini province has become a multi-supply destination, offering at least 3 macro-products: leisure (spring thermal and sport tourism), seaside, winter business and congress tourism, each with its own demand segment, supply typology and promotion strategy.
The estimation output of Naïve_1 model is shown in table 3, in the following paragraph, to allow a comparison with its augmented version, including BSIs.

3.2 The Augmented naïve model

We model the annual percentage variation of visitors arrivals in the Rimini province as a linear function of BSIs, both coincident and lagged. The augmented naïve model takes the following general form:

$$\Delta_1 \ln(y_t) = c + \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sum_{j=1}^{J} \beta_{k,j} \Delta^3 X_{k,j} + \epsilon_t,$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$X_{k,t}$ is the $k$-th BSI ($K=4$) and $J=3$ the maximum lag. So we introduced BSIs on the right hand side of specification (2). The choice of the annual percentage change as dependent variable allows to perform a scale reduction, desirable because of the large absolute values of the observed arrivals and their scale difference compared to the explanatory variables. The latter are in fact annual differences in the judgements of the tourism operators, originally expressed in a range from -100 to 100.

For the model selection, in the absence of a theory to guide us in detecting the correct lag structure, and considering that the main goal of the model is to provide accurate forecasts, we follow a two-step specification search procedure. The first step takes an exploratory role. We estimate model (8) on sample $S_1$ (years 2000 – 2009) following a general-to-specific pattern. To avoid the exclusion (based on purely statistical rules) of relevant variables and delays, BSIs are excluded/included based on two criteria: (a) a fixed significance level of 20%, as threshold for dropping regressors, along with well-behaved residuals (in terms of serial non-correlation, homoskedasticity and normality), for assessing the correct specification of the model; (b) the meaningfulness of the coefficients’ signs (positive coefficients for all of the BSIs, except for the price dynamics). Starting from the estimation of the ‘full model’ (including all BSIs at all lags), we check the restrictions to zero on the beta parameters one at a time, following two parallel selection procedures.

In the first one, we eliminate the parameter with the lowest $t$-statistic, following criterion (a), and re-estimate the model until all of the parameters have a significance level below the fixed threshold. Then, following criterion (b), we eliminate the parameter having the ‘wrong’ sign. The
resulting model is named $base_{i,0}$. In the second procedure, criterion (b) prevails, so we iteratively eliminate the parameter with the highest $t$-statistic among those having the wrong sign. The resulting model is named $base_{i,0}$. The two $base_{i,0}$ ($i=1,2$) models are then augmented by introducing the excluded variables one at a time. Whenever a model satisfying criteria (a) and (b) - with an Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) lower than those of the previous models - is identified, it is recorded as $base_{i,j}$ model ($j=1,2,...$). The order of inclusion of the variables is random, and the experiment is iterated three times. This procedure is designed to partially compensate the problem of few degrees of freedom (df) for the estimation of the initial ‘full’ model. In fact, the risk to exclude significant sentiment indicators (based on biased $t$-statistics), is kept under control by reintroducing each removed variable. In this ‘forward phase’, no model ever includes more than 4 regressors, so that df are always sufficient.

Afterward, we evaluate the forecasting performance of each $base_{i,j}$ model, based on its MAPE on sample $S_{t,1}$, which was also included in the estimation sample, to maximize the degrees of freedom. In this phase we do not use data for years 2010-2012, thus models augmented with BSIs are not advantaged in the subsequent forecasting competition. No competing model is favoured over the others (because all have been estimated on the same sample) and redundancy of evaluation measures is avoided, as the MAPE loss function is different from that upon which AIC relies. The final augmented specification is that with the minimum MAPE. Three BSIs are selected as explanatory variables: $(\Delta_3Ob)_t$, $(\Delta_3Ex)_{t-2}$ and $(\Delta_3Mkt)_{t-3}$. The BSI of the price trend was excluded, because it never met criterion (a), although it always maintained the expected negative sign. This result is unexpected: literature brings substantial evidence for the key role of prices in determining the tourism market dynamics (Song & Li, 2007; Han et al. 2006; among others). We surmise that the lack of statistical significance of this BSI may be due to a measurement problem: respondents are asked to evaluate the prices dynamic already adjusted for inflation, which is likely to be heterogeneously perceived among the interviewed tourism professionals. Furthermore, their answers may be conditioned by diffidence in reporting strategic competitive information, such as the prices dynamic of their own business.

Therefore, the functional form of the final model (hereafter Naïve_A) can be expressed as follows:

$$\Delta_1 \ln(y_t) = \alpha_0 + \beta_1 (\Delta_3Ex)_{t-2} + \beta_2 (\Delta_3Mkt)_{t-3} + \beta_3 (\Delta_3Ob)_t + \varepsilon_t,$$

(9)
We estimate equation (9) using OLS. Table 3 summarises the estimation output, allowing for a direct comparison with the Naïve_1 model. The juxtaposition demonstrates that the use of the selected BSIs produces an appreciable improvement in the goodness-of-fit, as indicated by AIC values. Moreover, the residuals of the Naïve_A model are normally distributed, homoskedastic and serially uncorrelated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Naïve_A (24 Obs.)</th>
<th>Naïve_1 (24 Obs.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.01951*** 0.00844</td>
<td>0.00920 0.00962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Δ,Ob)$_t$</td>
<td>0.00055* 0.00042</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Δ,Ex)$_t$-$2$</td>
<td>0.00112*** 0.00045</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Δ,Mkt)$_t$-$3$</td>
<td>0.00061** 0.00034</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Diagnostic**

- Adjusted R-squared 0.340
- Jarque Bera 0.071
- ARCH LM (3) 1,753
- Box&Pierce Q(20) 9.159
- Breusch-Godfrey (20) 24.000
- AIC -152.998
- BIC -76.999

*** indicates a significance level lower than 0.05. ** indicates a significance level between 0.1 and 0.05. * indicates a significance level between 0.2 and 0.1.

All of the BSIs’ coefficients are significant, although the type I error probability, associated with the current observed production $(Δ,Ob)_t$ is nearly 20%. The exclusion of this variable would produce a slight increase in the AIC value. The decision to keep it is also justified by the bootstrap of standard errors and confidence intervals. Results (available upon request), confirm that the estimated coefficients are correct and significant.

Turning to parameters analysis, the higher significance of the lagged variations indicates that hotel managers/keepers are able to anticipate the future output through their opinions on both the overall market cycle-trend $(Mkt)$ and their own business’ expected dynamic $(Ext)$. Not surprisingly,
their proficiency in anticipating the dynamic of the accommodation market production performs at best at one-year horizon. The current observed variation in tourist overnight stays, \((\Delta, Ob)\), is the least significant variable, confirming - together with the low significance of the price variable - that respondents are more accurate in evaluating future dynamics than their current levels of production or price. Contrary to what is stated in Lui (2011a) - and usually expected - here BSIs seem more informative for forecasting than for nowcasting. We owe this “low explanatory power puzzle” to the diffidence of tourism operators in disclosing explicit information about the current state of their business, which hotels keepers may fear will contrast with the figures that they will officially report for tax purposes (Guizzardi & Bernini, 2013). Although a detailed exploration of this issue is beyond the scope of the present paper, the evidence appears sufficiently strong to encourage the introduction of a new question - related to the evaluation of the provincial dynamic of current production - in the questionnaire, to allay the respondents’ concern in expressing their judgements.

3.3 The baseline STS Models
In specifying the baseline STS model, we consider the accommodation production to be composed by a stochastic trend, a seasonal term, an irregular component and a cyclical one. The latter follows a given trigonometric specification, but the amplitude of the cycle is allowed to vary over time. The STS model is specified as:

\[
\ln(y_t) = \mu_t + \phi_t + \psi_t + \epsilon_t, \tag{10}
\]

where \(y_t\) is the tourism production, \(\mu_t\) is the local linear trend component, \(\phi_t\) is the seasonal component, \(\psi_t\) represents the cycle and \(\epsilon_t\) is the irregular component (stochastic error). This specification is the same used in previous studies (e.g. Vu & Turner, 2006; Guizzardi & Mazzocchi, 2010). The local linear trend is assumed to be a random walk with a stochastic random drift \((\delta_t)\):

\[
\begin{align*}
\mu_t &= \mu_{t-1} + \delta_{t-1} + \nu_t \\
\delta_t &= \delta_{t-1} + \zeta_t
\end{align*} \tag{11}
\]

where \(\nu_t\) and \(\zeta_t\) are mutually uncorrelated white-noise Gaussian errors. The seasonal component is assumed to follow a stochastic dummy specification:
\[ \phi_t = \sum_{j=1}^{s-1} \phi_{t-j} + \omega_t \]  
\[ (12) \]

where \( s \) depends on the data periodicity (for 4-monthly data, \( s = 3 \)) and \( \omega_t \) is also a white-noise Gaussian error. Finally, the cyclical component is defined as in the trigonometric specification described in Harvey & Jaeger (1993):

\[
\begin{align*}
\psi_t &= \rho \cos \lambda \psi_{t-1} + \rho \sin \lambda \psi^*_{t-1} + \kappa_t \\
\psi^*_t &= -\rho \sin \lambda \psi^*_{t-1} + \rho \cos \lambda \psi^*_{t-1} + \kappa^*_t
\end{align*}
\]

\[ (13) \]

where \( \rho \) is a damping factor between 0 and 1, \( \lambda \) is the frequency of the cycle (in radians) and the errors \( \kappa_t \) and \( \kappa^*_t \) are mutually uncorrelated white-noise Gaussian errors.

Maximum likelihood estimation of (10) is achieved by rewriting the model in the state-space form and applying the BHHH optimisation procedure of Berndt et al. (1974) (see Harvey, 1989 for technical details). The damping factor and the frequency of the cycle are the parameters to be estimated.

### 3.3.1 Estimation

We estimate two different STS models, both with the logarithm of the number of arrivals as dependent variable, on two different estimation samples. The first model is estimated using the longest homogeneous time series available (1987:1 – 2009:3); we name it STS_W. The second model (STS_C) is estimated on a left-censored interval, in order to keep the same sample available for the Naïve_A specification.

Both STS models are estimated using the STAMP software, for various starting values of the parameters, \( \rho (0, 0.1, 0.2, \ldots, 0.9 \text{ and } 0.95) \) and \( \lambda_c (6, 9, 14, 16, 18 \text{ and } 21) \). The models appear to be robust to changes in the initial values, but return a cycle component that is significantly different from zero only for STS_W.

The adequacy of the relationship portrayed by the STS models can be assessed by examining the sample residuals diagnostics, including the usual goodness-of-fit statistics for STS models (\( R^2_D \) and \( R^2_s \)) and two information criteria (AIC and Bayesian Information Criteria, or BIC), which enable to compare the STS baseline models with the augmented ones. The \( R^2_D \) and \( R^2_s \) values compare the goodness-of-fit of the equations (Harvey, 1989, p. 268), to that of a simple random
walk plus drift (RWD) and a RWD model in first differences about the seasonal means, respectively. Finally, we report a test for serial correlation in the residuals, based on the Ljung-Box Q-statistic and a normality test, based on the Doornik & Hansen (1994) omnibus normality test. Models’ estimation outputs are reported in table 4.

Table 4. Parameter estimates for the Structural Time Series (STS) models
(’C’ stands for ‘Cut sample’, ’W’ stands for ‘Wide sample’)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>STS_W (69 Obs.)</th>
<th>STS_C (24 Obs.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coeff.</td>
<td>R.M.S.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>µ</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>13.528***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>δ</td>
<td>Drift</td>
<td>0.0084***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ψ</td>
<td>Cycle 1</td>
<td>-0.0345***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ψ*</td>
<td>Cycle 2</td>
<td>-0.0234***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ1</td>
<td>Season 1</td>
<td>-0.4305***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ2</td>
<td>Season 2</td>
<td>0.9765***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasonal χ² test</td>
<td>2610***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cycle Analysis

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>Damping factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λc</td>
<td>Period (years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle χ² test</td>
<td>15.84***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Diagnostic

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R²D</td>
<td>Goodness-of-fit 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²S</td>
<td>Goodness-of-fit 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DW</td>
<td>Durbin-Watson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q(12; 6)</td>
<td>Ljung-Box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normality</td>
<td>Doornik-Hansen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** indicates a significance level lower than 0.05. ** indicates a significance level between 0.1 and 0.05. * indicates a significance level between 0.2 and 0.1.

Both models display a goodness-of-fit superior to that of the naïve benchmark models. The values of \( R_D^2 \) and \( R_S^2 \) are remarkably higher than those found in the tourism literature about STS.
(compare: Kim & Moosa, 2005; Greenridge, 2001; Gonzales & Moral, 1996; Guizzardi & Mazzocchi, 2010), especially in the STS_W case. To allow a direct comparison with STS_W, we also estimated STS_C model with a cycle component. However it was never significant and worsened diagnostic ($R^2_s=0.4422$, $\text{BIC}=-4.988$, $\text{AIC}=-5.479$, in the best case), confirming the difficulty in estimating a cycle for such a short observation period.

The STS_W model displays a damping factor, $\rho$, equal to 1 and a cycle variance close to 0, hinting at a stationary deterministic cycle over the time span of the analysis. The model residuals are also well-behaved, with no evidence of serial correlation. The non-normal distribution of the residuals in the STS_W model may point at the presence of short-term shocks in the tourism production, misplacing the symmetry of the distribution (e.g. the mucilage crisis in the late 80s). Although dropping the normality assumption it is not guaranteed that the Kalman filter will provide exactly the conditional mean of the state vector, it is worth noting that it is still the best estimator within the class of all linear estimators, as it minimises the mean square error (Harvey, 1989).

### 3.4 The augmented STS model

We augmented the baseline STS_C model using those BSIs selected through the procedure described in section 3.2, to test their informative power within the STS functional form. The augmented specification (STS_A) is estimated based on sample $S_1$ (i.e. years 2000 to 2009) while sample $S_2$ (i.e. years 2010 to 2012), is kept out, to assess the forecasting performances. The results are reported in table 5 below, in comparison to the baseline STS_C model.

As in the Naïve_A case, the most significant indicators are lagged BSIs. However, the current observed variation in tourist overnight stays $(\Delta_1 Ob)_t$, here is more significant and improves the AIC value when included. The goodness-of-fit is improved by augmenting the STS_C specification with the selected set of explanatory variables, either basing the comparison on the $R^2_D$ and $R^2_s$ values or on information criteria. Moreover, the residuals display a better behaviour in the augmented model. Both these results lead to the conclusion that BSIs can be usefully exploited to explain the deviations from the trend-cycle and seasonality, due to short-term shocks.

Both the significance of the coefficients and the goodness-of-fit of STS_A model are superior to those of the Naïve_A specification. The naïve approach seems therefore less suitable to model visitors arrivals dynamics than STS, when supply side soft information is available. As in Kauppi et al. (1996), this confirms that BSIs, as short-term indicators, can be more usefully exploited to explain the deviations from a modelled long term dynamic.
Table 5. Parameter estimates for the Structural Time Series models: Baseline (STS_C) and augmented (STS_A).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>STS_A (24 Obs.)</th>
<th>STS_C (24 Obs.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coeff</td>
<td>R.M.S. E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>µ</td>
<td>13.520***</td>
<td>0.0135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>δ</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ₁ Season 1</td>
<td>-0.4469***</td>
<td>0.0105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ₂ Season 2</td>
<td>0.9637***</td>
<td>0.0075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β₁ (Δ₁ Ob)ₜ</td>
<td>0.000477**</td>
<td>0.00025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β₂ (Δ₂ Eₓₜ₋₂)</td>
<td>0.000727***</td>
<td>0.00022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β₃ (Δ₃ Mktₜ₋₃)</td>
<td>0.000657***</td>
<td>0.00019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasonal χ² test</td>
<td>46825***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Diagnostic**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>STS_A</th>
<th>STS_C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R²ₒ Goodness-of-fit 1</td>
<td>0.9994</td>
<td>0.9986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²ₛ Goodness-of-fit 2</td>
<td>0.7646</td>
<td>0.4444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DW Durbin-Watson</td>
<td>2.077</td>
<td>2.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q(9; 6) Ljung-Box</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2.857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normality Doornik-Hansen</td>
<td>0.317</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIC</td>
<td>-5.832</td>
<td>-5.3705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>-6.323</td>
<td>-5.714</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** indicates a significance level lower than 0.05. ** indicates a significance level between 0.1 and 0.05. * indicates a significance level between 0.2 and 0.1.
4. Evaluation of forecasting performances

While a good within-sample performance may be reassuring regarding the explanatory power of the BSIs, out-of-sample forecasting is a key evaluation criterion for the goal of the present paper. If a specification, augmented by BSIs, yields more accurate forecasts than the baseline model, then we have stronger evidence of the informative power of (cheap and easy to run) supply-side surveys in the field of tourism.

The issue of the relative forecasting performance of alternative specifications has been widely studied in the tourism-related literature. In their extensive review, Li et al. (2005) mention 23 studies targeted to forecasting accuracy comparisons (see also, Song & Witt, 2006; Goh & Law, 2011 and references therein). Although the comparisons are usually limited to complex models, there is empirical evidence indicating that basic time series models, or even more naïve predictive specifications, may often be preferred (see Kulendran & Witt, 2001 and 2003). There is therefore a pressing need to consider these simple models in assessing the trade-off between complexity and predictive power.

In almost all published work in the field of tourism, the forecasting performances are assessed using loss functions based on the ex-post predictions of alternative specifications. We consider the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), the mean absolute error (MAE) and the mean squared error (MSE), the three cost functions most frequently appearing in tourism studies (see Li, et al. 2005). Alternative error measures include: the root mean square percentage error, Theil U statistic (see, among others, Goh & Law 2002; Cho, 2003) and mean and median absolute scaled errors (Athanasopoulos et al. 2010). However, the MAPE, MAE and MSE are sufficient to describe the magnitudes of the forecasting errors and, through comparisons, to signal whether one model outperforms another in forecasting extreme values. The MSE depends on the magnitude of the forecast variables and weights more than proportionally the largest forecasting errors (Clark & McCracken, 2011), while MAPE does not.

In addition, we employ inferential assessment methods. We first test the prediction biasedness, through an OLS regression of the model (M) prediction errors \( (e_{M,h} = y_h - \hat{y}_{M,h} \quad (h = 1,2,\ldots,H)) \) on a constant term. If the estimated regression coefficient significantly differs from 0, then the null hypothesis that the predictions are unbiased is rejected.

Moreover, we perform three tests to compare the relative forecasting performance of the (rival) baseline and augmented models. The first is an exact finite-sample non-parametric test,
equivalent to the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test for paired samples, implemented on the differences between the absolute errors of two rival models (M1 and M2):

\[ TW = \sum_{h=1}^{H} I_h \cdot \text{rank}(\delta_h) \quad \text{where} \quad \delta_h = |e_{M1,h} - e_{M2,h}| \quad (14) \]

where \( I_h \) is an indicator function, equal to 1 when \( \delta_h < 0 \). The test statistics is the sum of ranks associated with negative differences. The null hypothesis being tested is that this sum equals the sum of ranks of the positive differences, in which case the forecasting performance of the two models being compared is similar.

If the one-step-ahead forecasting errors have zero mean and are normally distributed, it is possible to perform more powerful parametric tests. We first test whether the differences between the MSEs of the rival forecasts can be attributed to sampling variability, through the Harvey et al. (1997) version of the (Morgan) Granger and Newbold test (Granger and Newbold, 1977), which remains consistent in presence of non-normally distributed heteroskedastic forecasting errors. This Harvey Leybourne and Newbold (HLN) test takes the form:

\[ e_{+,t} = \beta e_{-,t} + \varepsilon_t \quad \text{where} \quad e_{+,t} = e_{M1,t} + e_{M2,t} \quad e_{-,t} = e_{M1,t} - e_{M2,t} \quad (15) \]

Testing whether \( \beta = 0 \) allows to verify the null hypothesis of equivalent forecasting performances of the two predictors being considered. The test statistic is:

\[ S_2' = \hat{\beta} \quad \text{where} \quad \hat{\beta} = \frac{\sum e_{-,t} e_{+,t}}{\sqrt{\sum e_{-,t}^2 e_{+,t}^2}} \quad (16) \]

which is distributed approximately as a Student’T, with (n-1) df.

A second test is developed from the most general formulation used for encompassing tests (Clements & Harvey, 2010):

\[ y_t = \alpha_0 + \alpha_1 y_{M1,t} + \alpha_2 y_{M2,t} + \varepsilon_t \quad (16) \]
where $y_{Mj,t}$ denotes the one-step-ahead forecast for $y_t$ obtained with the $j$-th model ($j=1, 2$).

Instead of testing for $\alpha_2 = 0$ (to assess whether the first forecast incorporates all the useful predictive information contained in the second one), we test for $\alpha_1 = \alpha_2$, to determine whether both forecasts contain an equal amount of predictive information. This way, provided that the rival models are nested, we are able to test whether the inclusion of a set of variables, in a baseline specification, is useful for prediction. To reduce multi-collinearity in eq.12, we apply the usual orthogonalizing transformation, estimating the following model:

$$y_t = \alpha_0 + \beta_1 y_{-t} + \beta_2 y_{+,t} + \epsilon_t \quad \text{where} \quad y_{-t} = y_{M1,t} - y_{M2,t} \quad \text{and} \quad y_{+,t} = y_{M1,t} + y_{M2,t} \quad (17)$$

By construction, $\beta_1 = 0.5(\alpha_1 - \alpha_2)$, and $\beta_2 = 0.5(\alpha_1 + \alpha_2)$; therefore, if the null hypothesis $\beta_i = 0$ is rejected, then $\alpha_1 \neq \alpha_2$. Moreover, the inclusion of additional information is useful for prediction if $\beta_i > 0$, provided that $M1$ is the model with the highest number of variables.

Thus, we test the forecasting performances of the considered models on an $H=9$ four-month horizon (3 years), from January 2010 to December 2012 ($S_2$). Many previous studies, focusing on quarterly data, consider an out of sample width up to 2 years, namely: 6 (Song et al. 2013) or 8 (Athanasopoulos et al. 2010; Song et al. 2011) periods. For yearly data Li et al. (2006) and Athanasopoulos et al. (2010) consider a 4 year horizon. No extant work deals with four-monthly observations. As this frequency is intermediate between those previously quoted, a forecast sample of 3 years is here considered to be consistent with literature.

We apply a yearly rolling scheme, estimating the models three times, as required by the data publication practices of the Rimini Province. Our one-year-ahead four-monthly real time forecasts, based on the predictions of the surveyed operators in April, August and December, allow for a 12 month maximum anticipation period. We found no systematic nor significant difference in accuracy between forecasts obtained considering an expanding window and those obtained by setting a fixed estimation window, so we simplify the presentation reporting only results obtained using the second estimation methodology (see table 6).
The addition of the BSIs improves the forecasting accuracy of both STS and naïve specifications. Based on these accuracy measures, Naïve_A is the optimal predictor, followed by STS_A, which slightly outperforms Naïve_A, only in terms of MAPE. The substantial predictive information content of BSIs is also demonstrated by the fact that STS_A is the augmented version of STS_C, the weakest predictor after RW.

Among the baseline specifications, Naïve_1 outperforms the more complex time-series models, except when the database is large enough to permit modelling the business cycle; in this case STS_W becomes the best predictor, but only in terms of MAPE.

Focusing on the latter accuracy measures, all the baseline specifications are also markedly inferior to both models with BSIs. Given the strong seasonality of the phenomenon under consideration, the ranking, in terms of different loss functions, demonstrates that BSIs are highly informative, especially about the production pattern in the ‘peak season’ (the most relevant season for policy makers, when the tourist flow is maximum). This result can be interpreted as consistent with the more general thesis of Lui et al. (2011b), who stated that professionals’ predictions are more accurate than benchmark (auto-regressive) models in periods characterized by high volatility.

Another result of interest is the poor performance of the no-change model, which outperforms more complex time series or regression models in many extant studies (see, among others: Kulendran & Witt, 2001; Song et al, 2003).

Finally, it is worthy of note that the inclusion of a cycle component (though not significant) worsens the out of sample performance of STS_C, while its augmented version (STS_A) displays a similar forecasting accuracy. This evidence strengthens the conclusion that BSIs allow to capture
the effects of an existing cyclical dynamic, even if the lack of empirical evidence does not allow to correctly parameterize it. Table 7 presents selected results from the inferential comparison. The bias test does not allow to consider all the forecasts unbiased. Bias is particularly severe for the no change model, while the errors of Naïve_1 are unbiased, thanks to a constant correction. The introduction of BSIs always lowers the error bias.

The HLN test demonstrates that both BSIs-augmented models are always more accurate than the baseline STS and no change specifications, at significance level below 5%. The same results apply in case of Naïve_1, with a higher p-value. No significant difference in accuracy is found between the two augmented models, though the positive signs of the beta coefficients confirm that Naïve_A is slightly more accurate (in terms of squared loss). Thus, the choice of the functional form of the augmented model does not affect its forecasting accuracy.

Consistently, the test of equal predictive information, based on regression (17), shows that the inclusion of BSIs significantly improves the forecasting performance, regardless of the complexity of the adopted specification. However, when the estimation sample is large enough to allow modelling the business cycle, the differences in forecasting accuracy tend to reduce.

Table 7. Inferential comparisons on the biasedness and forecasting accuracy
(‘_A’ stands for ‘Augmented’, ‘_C’ stands for ‘Cut sample’, ‘_W’ stands for ‘Wide sample’)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEST</th>
<th>Naive_1</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>Naive_A</th>
<th>STS_W</th>
<th>STS_C</th>
<th>STS_A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bias test (intercept values)</td>
<td>-7.620</td>
<td>-22.075***</td>
<td>-2.082</td>
<td>13.870*</td>
<td>-6.124</td>
<td>-2.221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLN (eq. 11): Values for β vs. STS_A</td>
<td>-2.112**</td>
<td>-1.258***</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>-0.827***</td>
<td>-2.386***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-1.560**</td>
<td>-1.049***</td>
<td>-1.082***</td>
<td>-1.725***</td>
<td>-0.838</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSI’s Predictive information (eq. 13): Values for β1 vs. STS_A</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>1.176***</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>1.176***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.942***</td>
<td>0.905***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TW (eq.10)</td>
<td>If TW&gt;22.5: models in rows outperform rivals in columns vs. STS_A</td>
<td>31*</td>
<td>37***</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>35**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vs. Naive_A</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>38***</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>34**</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** indicates a significance level lower than 0.05. ** indicates a significance level between 0.1 and 0.05. * indicates a significance level between 0.2 and 0.1.
The usefulness of considering BSIs is also highlighted in a non-parametric framework. In fact, the exact finite-sample TW test, allows to reject the null hypothesis of equal sum of ranks in absolute errors differences, between augmented models and the worst baseline, regardless of the complexity of the adopted specifications. With reference to STS models, these two latter tests confirm the relevance, for the forecasting accuracy, of the sample width used for the estimation of trend-cycle components. In fact, STS_A specification exhibits forecasting performances significantly superior to those of STS_C only, while its forecasting capability is not (inferentially) distinguishable from that of STS_W model.

5. Results, discussion and conclusions

This study provides innovative insights into the modelling of accommodation production through business sentiment indicators (BSIs), by showing that they allow to improve both the goodness-of-fit and the real time forecasting performance of widely used time series models. In this respect, this is a pioneering study, as - to the best of our knowledge - up to now no previous work on tourism production forecasting has ever used subjective supply-side information, although a large body of evidence established the difficulty of improving the forecasting accuracy using exogenous ‘hard’ variables, which are often nearly impossible to forecast (e.g. the GDP at the regional level) or only weakly correlated with the tourism dynamics (e.g. ‘general’ price index). The rationale for the proposed approach is that hotel managers/keepers are able to evaluate the regional production dynamics, considering the impact of macroeconomic factors, non-economic variables, strategic changes in progress within the sector and also the effects of one-off events, that cannot be efficiently or fully captured by quantitative data.

To prove this assumption, we first estimated naïve and STS models, using data on tourist arrivals in the Rimini province. These baseline specifications were then augmented by a set of BSIs, selected considering different lag structures. Finally, we assessed the relative performances of the rival specifications in terms of their goodness-of-fit, residual diagnostics and forecasting performance within an inferential framework. The results led to some main conclusions.
(1) The informative content, retrievable from business surveys, improves both the goodness-of-fit and the forecasting accuracy for the accommodation production in the Rimini province, regardless of the complexity of the specification (naïve or STS).

(2) The augmented naïve specification (Naïve_A) is the most accurate among all of the tested ones, even if the augmented STS specification (STS_A) immediately follows; the difference in accuracy is not significant.

(3) BSIs are especially informative on the high-season production pattern (the most relevant season for policy makers), as evidenced by comparing the relative forecasting performances of the baseline and augmented models, in terms of MAPE, MAE and MSE.

(4) The inclusion of a (though non-significant) cycle component in STS_C and in its augmented version (STS_A), worsens mainly the forecasting performance of the baseline specification, allowing to conclude that BSIs account for the existing cyclical component of the accommodation production.

(5) Among the baseline models, the simplest specification (Naïve_1) displays a forecasting accuracy much higher than that of the complex STS_C model, estimated on the same information set. However, widening the sample size, the STS_W specification outperforms the Naïve_1 in terms of MAPE and reduces the distances in terms of the other measures of performance. This last finding partially reconciles the conflicting positions of previous papers, concerning the superiority of naïve models over more complex ones in the tourism field, attributing the differences in forecasting performances to the possibility to correctly estimate the trend-cycle component.

The above results have also important managerial and policy implications. In fact, the possibility to obtain accurate real-time forecasts at the local level, at reasonable cost, is extremely useful for policy makers in countries like Italy, where, since 1993, the tourism sector has undergone a governance devolution. Therefore, timely and reliable statistical information on accommodation production at the local level has become especially valuable for business and intervention planning, reporting and evaluation, in the entire economic sphere that revolves around tourism production. Unfortunately, while the responsibility of local policy makers increased, the competence for tourism statistics remains in the hands of the central statistical office, which is not able to provide local details of most of the information collected at the national level. Moreover, the central statistical office authorizes the publication of official (regional) data only after all peripheral branches have completed their data collection, i.e. after an average delay of 8 months for provisional information, and of 16 months for the final one. Local policy makers have repeatedly underlined this information
gap, claiming more timely and locally accurate statistical information; their involvement made the realisation of the present work possible.

The fact that in the considered area, there are more than 2,100 active hotels of any category, offering a wide range of leisure and business tourism products, strengthens this conclusion beyond the observed area. Namely, the fact that BSIs were found effective for describing and forecasting the dynamics of the accommodation business cycle, on the regional scale, suggests the opportunity to extend to the tourism sector the surveys on the business sentiment, currently realized by the provincial chambers of commerce for the manufacturing sector. Even in tourism, business surveys are computationally more manageable than consumer ones, as the reference population is usually less numerous, better trained to take part to surveys and more precisely identified. This way it is possible to effectively and timely monitor one of the most important sources of GDP in many Italian provinces, where official information is likely to be either lacking or poor in quality.
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Appendix: the dynamic of the series (in levels)

BSIs have been extensively employed, especially in the manufacturing sector, for real time forecasting the periodic and irregular up-and-down movements of economic activities, which constitute the business cycles. Our focus is investigating whether BSIs can be informative about the dynamic of the tourism business cycle.

Therefore, in the paper we report only the plots of the series in seasonal differences, leaving in this appendix the graphical representation of the series in levels. Figure 2 benefits those readers interested in visualizing how the measured business sentiment indicators look like, along with the trend and the seasonal components, the statistical analysis of which is in section 2.2.

Figure 2: Dynamic of the series in levels.